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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose: The purpose of the on-site visit was to collect data
designed to provide a critical evaluation of USARB
graduate performance, with a focus on identifying problem
of poorly functioning retrained soldiers.

Methodology: A research team consisting of members of the United States
Army Retraining Brigade conducted interviews with 90 USARB
graduates at four CONUS Army Installations: Fort Knox, Fort
Campbell, Fort Stewart, and Fort Benning. Additonally, 261
first-line supervisors completed a written questionnaire
evaluating attitude, conduct, duty performance, and promotion
potential. The data gathered were keypunched for computer
analysis of frequencies, measures of central tendency, and
significant differences between successful and unsuccessful
groups of USARB graduates.

Findings: Two-thirds of the supervisors reported that their
graduates were performing exceptionally well, while the
other one-third said their graduates were not meeting Army
standards. A comparison of these two groups revealed that
poorly functioning soldiers 1) did not hold their pre-
service jobs as long; 2) had been fired from pre-service
jobs at a higher rate; 3) demonstrated low motivation and
leadership potential; 4) were not able to learn from their
past mistakes; 5) exhibited a higher incidence of drinking
problems; and 6) had poor problem-solving skills. Both
groups responded that when they do have problems, most of
them occur in their off-duty time.

Ninety-four percent of the interviewed graduates said they
were treated fairly at the USARB, and 85% thought the
USARB provided them with a good opportunity to rectify
their past mistakes.

Recommendations: Based on the findings of the on-site visit, six
recommendations were made:

1. The drug and alcohol education program be expanded.
2. A research study be conducted to assess problem
solving abilities of the trainees. Based on the results
of this study, recommendations for changes to the POI
should be made.
3. Classes/activities be developed to instruct trainees
in constructive use of their leisure time.
4. More instruction and emphasis on "new unit
adjustment" for those trainees returning to duty.
5. The Research and Evaluation Division review the
current information letter being sent to gaining
commanders.
6. On-site visits be made a permanent part of the USARB
evaluation process.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Army Retraining Brigade (USARB) at Fort Riley, Kansas, is a

unique, 7-week training program designed to prepare former enlisted military

prisoners for return to duty with improved military performance and personal

*conduct at their next duty station. The training is designed to place a

*soldier under sustained physical and mental stress within a stringent military

-environment. The various elements of training include evaluation, counseling,

*" basic educational skills, problem identification, motivational training, and
q .1

adventure training.

The accomplishment of the USARB's mission is primarily evaluated in terms

of the subsequent performance of those soldiers who are returned to duty. The

present study presents complete results of an on-site visit in which 90 USARB

graduates were personally interviewed and 261 supervisors of USARB graduates

were surveyed at four CONUS installations during the Summer of 1982.
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RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN

In August 1982, a research team consisting of three members of the U.S.

Army Retraining Brigade (USARB) made on-site visits to each of four major Army

installations in order to collect data designed to provide a critical evalua-

tion of graduates' performance and to make an initial determination as to why

* certain graduates failed to perform adequately upon return to duty. The

itinerary included Fort Knox, Kentucky; Fort Campbell, Kentucky; Fort Stewart,

Georgia; and Fort Benning, Georgia. During these visits the research team

interviewed 90 graduates of the USARB program who had been reassigned within

CONUS. In addition, 261 first-line supervisors completed a written question-

naire evaluating attitude, conduct, duty performance, and potential of the

former USARB trainee.

A roster of USARB graduates assigned to the four installations from

January 1981 through May 1982 was generated by computer. There were 891 USARB

graduates on the initial roster. During this time frame, 487 personnel had

been discharged or reassigned to another installation. Additionally, 69

graduates were discharged or reassigned between June 1982 and August 1982

leaving a sample of 335 graduates.

.4 A 32-item questionnaire (see Appendices F and G) was mailed to the

commanders of these graduates, requesting that the first-line supervisors rate

their graduates in terms of attitude, conduct, duty performance, and promotion

* potential. The graduates were scheduled for interviews with a concerted

effort towards obtaining information from those graduates who were rated

poorly by their supervisors. The graduates filled out a 94-item questionnaire

* (See Appendices H and I) designed to gather demographic data, failure trends,

and problem areas. These personnel were then interviewed following a stand-

ardized 5-item format (See Appendix J).
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The data from these questionnaires were key punched for computer analysis

of frequencies, measures of central tendency, and significant differences

between successful and nonsuccessful groups.

3



FINDINGS

Supervisors' Evaluations (N-261)

1. Approximately 69% of the supervisors wanted to keep the graduates ir
* - their respective units. The supervisors indicated that 55% ofthe graduates
* . had a positive effect on the unit, 23% had no effect, and 22% had a negative

effect.

2. Forty-three percent described graduate performance as consistently good
and 26% said it had changed for the better. Eighty-four percent predicted
their graduates would eventually obtain Honorable Discharges and 66% said they

* would support reenlistment actions.

3. Thirty-five percent received one or more letters of appreciation and 10%
received one or more letters of reprimand, and 29% received at least one
Article 15.

4. In problem areas, 23% reported their graduates having problems with moti-
vation, 20% indicated problems with supervisors, 18% lacked job skills, and
18% displayed problems with appearance.

5. In order to determine the extent to which advancement potential was
associated with problem areas, those graduates with good advancement potential
("Promote Immediately," "Promote Ahead of Peers," or "Promote with Peers")
were compared with graduates whose supervisors indicated they had poor
advancement potential ("Do Not Promote" or "Deny Continued Active Duty").
Results appear below:

Good Potential Poor Potential 2
Problem Areas (N=177) (N=84) X p

Relationships with supervisors 6.8% 48.8% 61.90 <.001

Finances 11.3% 28.6% 12.01 <.001

Drinking 5.6% 27.4% 29.58 <.001

Marijuana/Other Drugs 2.3% 22.6% 29.40 <.001

Performance/Job Skills 3.4% 47.6% 76.79 <.001

Marital/Family Situation 7.3% 10.7% 0.82 NS

Relationships with Peers 2.8% 22.6% 26.88 <.001

Motivation 4.0% 63.1% 112.63 <.001

Appearance 6.2% 44.0% 54.13 <.001
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Although personnel with high potential displayed problems in each of the
listed areas to a small degree, those personnel with low potential displayed
these problems at a significantly higher rate, with the exception of marital
and/or family problems. The greatest discrepancies between the two groups
occurred in the areas of motivation, performance/job skills, and relationships
with supervisors. Additional comparisons between these two groups on the
supervisors' evaluation form will be found at Appendix A.

Supervisors' Review Scale (N=261)

On a 6-point scale, the supervisors were asked to rate their graduates
over 17 items designed to measure performance, motivation, and attitude. When
the sample is split into two groups, based on promotion potential, significant
differences are found on 15 of the 17 items. The greatest differences between

* the two groups appear in the table below:

XX
Good Poor

Potential Potential
(N=177) (N=84) t-Value p

*.Will continue to do a good job. 5.60 2.09 26.26 <.05

A good soldier; has leadership potential 5.02 1.63 24.59 <.05

Deserved to graduate from USARB. 5.50 2.06 25.51 <.05

Able to learn from his mistakes. 5.26 2.10 23.73 <.05

Serious about being a good soldier. 5.29 2.01 23.47 < .05

Not careless or sloppy. 5.17 2.09 23.51 <.05

Demographic Data (N=90)

1. The average age of the trainees interviewed was 22.6. Their average GT
Score was 103, and they had 11.7 years of education. There were no signifi-
cant differences between groups in these areas. There was a slight difference

* '-n the number of Articles 15 received before coming to the USARB: those rated
w 'ith high promotion potential by their supervisors had, on the average, 1.3
Articles 15 prior to USARB, while those with low potential had 1.8.

2. Twenty-three percent of those interviewed said they earned their GED
certificates while at the Retraining Brigade. Seventy-five percent reported

* that they are in their first enlistment, 74% said they have a combat MOS. and
73% said they are working in their MOS. A significant difference exists
between the groups in this last category: 79% of those rated high by their
supervisors were working in their MOS versus 64% for those who were rated low.
Additional comparisons will be found in Appendix C.



On-Site Questionnaire (N=90)

1. The average number of jobs held by those interviewed, prior to entry into
the Army was 2.9. There was a significant difference between the groups in
the length of time on the job (21.9 months versus 14.1). Additionally, a sig-
nificant difference existed in the number of times fired from a job: 6% in
the group rated high had been fired at least once, while 30% in the low group
had been fired at least once from a job.

2. On the average, the total sample interviewed attended 3.1 schools, and 27%
failed a grade (no significant differences between groups). However, 30% of
the high group had been expelled from school, while 42% of the low group were
expel led.

3. Twenty-three percent of the total reported that they had been arrested at
least once prior to entering the Army, and 13% said they had been convicted.
Six percent indicated they had been sent to a juvenile detention home, and 5%
reported they had been told to join the Army by civilian authorities. There
were no differences between groups in these categories.

4. Ninety-three percent of the graduates rated high reported being accepted
in their new units by their First Sergeants while 67% of those rated low
reported acceptance. Ninety-one percent in the high group said they were
accepted by the NCO's whereas 63%0 in the low group reported being accepted.
This represents a significant difference between the groups in both areas.

5. The low rated group felt things were the hardest for them after leaving
the USARB and also said there were more opportunities for them to get into
trouble in their new units. Both of these findings are significantly higher
than ,j' the high rated group.

6. A significantly higher percentage of the low rated group reported having
problems getting along with the NCO's and officers in their units and a
significantly higher percentage of the low rated group said they had drinking
problems. Forty percent of the low group said their problems will effect
their chances of making it to ETS with an Honorable Discharge. The high rated
group indicated a much greater willingness to seek outside help when problems
arose than the low group. Additional comparisons will be found in Appendix 0.

On-Site Interviews (N=90)

Forty-one percent of those interviewed said they would have liked to have

had more individual counseling from their primary counseiors. and 30% said

they wanted more small group counseling while in training at the USARB. This

information is similar to the feedback obtained from the End-of-Cycle Review,
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a procedure in which the trainees are asked to provide a subjective appraisal

of the training program, prior to graduation. Both types of counseling,

individual and group, are perceived as beneficial by the graduating trainees

and the graduates returned to duty as evidenced by the large percentages

recommending that more time be spent in these activities.

While 83% of the graduates said they were accepted by their commanders

upon arrival in their new units, over three-fourths said the commanders need

more information regarding the USARB program and what to expect from the

graduates. Eight percent of the graduates said they were offered a discharge

(Ch 5 or Ch 13) when they arrived in their new units. The graduates said they

wanted to be treated fairly and given the opportunity to regain their lost

rank. Eighteen percent said their biggest problem in their new units was

their immediate supervisors: noncommissioned officers. Poor NCO supervision

and a lack of communication were the biggest complaints. While 94% of those

interviewed said they had been treated fairly at the Retraining Brigade, only

52% felt they had been treated fairly in their new units.

Discussion of Findings

Since the intent of this study was to address those USARB graduates who

are not performing well in their new units, this discussion will focus on the

differences between those graduates who were rated as having high promotion

potential by their supervisors and those who had low promotion potential.

In attempting to analyze failure trends in the graduates in the areas of

occupation, education, and the civil authorities prior to entry in the Army.

two significant differences between the two groups appear: the number of

times fired from a job and the length of time on the job. The low group was

7



fired at a higher rate than the high group, and they didnit hold their jobs as

long. Once in the Army. there was a trend by the low group to get into

trouble more often, as evidenced by the number of Articles 15 received.

The high group felt things were hardest for them in the Army in their

units prior to being sent to USARB and also felt there were more opportunities

for them to get into trouble in their old units. The low group, on the other

hand, felt things were hardest for them in their new units and that there was

more opportunity for them to get into trouble now than before. The high group

said they felt more readily accepted in their new units by their First

Sergeant and NCO's than the low group. There were no significant differences

between the groups where the commander and enlisted personnel were concerned.

While both groups admitted to having some problems in getting along with

the NCC's and officers in their chain of command, the low group indicated that

the problems were severe enough to effect their chances of making it to ETS

honorably. The soldiers in the low group also admitted to having a drinking

problem to a much greater degree than the high group indicated. This

difference was also substantiated by their supervisors. Eighty-six percent of

the total (87% in the high group and 84% in the low group) reported that they

had been taught how to handle these problems while they were at the Retraining

Brigade. However, the low group differed significantly from the high group in

that they preferred to try to work out their problems with no help or advice

from anyone else. There was also a greater tendency on the part of the low

group to ignore the problem. The high group sought help or advice to a

significantly greater degree frcm their family and/or the NCO's in their

8



units. Both groups indicated, however, that when they did have problems, they

occurred mostly off-duty rather than on-duty. Only 52% of those interviewed

felt they were being treated fairly in their new units. Difficulties in

regaining lost rank and problems with reenlistment were the major complaints.

Probably one of the most important criticisms the supervisors had of the

soldiers that they rated as having low promotion potential was that they

seemed to be unable to learn from their past mistakes. They also reported

that they had severe problems with motivation and displayed no leadership

potential. Sixty percent of these soldiers had received at least one Article

15 since reassignment from USARB, and 38% had been arrested at least once.

9



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Data gathered during this on-site survey provide (1) an evaluation of 261

USARB graduates by their immediate supervisors and (2) information from 90

graduates concerning their personal history, a review of the USARB program,

* . and difficulties encountered in their new units.

Two-thirds of the supervisors reported that their graduates were

performing exceptionally well, while the other one-third said their graduates

were not meeting Army standards. These two groups were compared with each

other to determine specific differences between them. The group that was

rated as having low promotion potential by their supervisors differed

significantly from the high group in the following areas:

1. Did not hold their pre-service jobs as long;

2. Fired from their jobs at a higher rate;

3. Demonstrated low motivation and leadership potential;

4. Inability to learn from mistakes;

5. Exhibited higher incidence of drinking problems;

6. Poor problem-solving abilities.

Both groups responded that when they do have problems most of them occur in

4 their off-duty time.

The graduates' reviews of the USARB program were positive. Even the

graduates who were having difficulties in their new units, as well as two

graduates who were interviewed in the stockade, spoke highly of the program.

Thirty-seven percent of these said the program was beneficial. Approximately

60% were critical from a constructive viewpoint: 41% said their experiences

with their primary counselors were positive and there should be more indi-

vidual counseling, 30% said small group counseling was of such value that more

time should be given to it.

10
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RECOMMENDAT IONS

1. Drug and alcohol abuse continues to be an important factor with many of
the USARB graduates who fail to earn Honorable Discharges. In this study,
there was a significant difference between successful and unsuccessful
soldiers where alcohol was concerned. Additionally, a significant number of
low rated personnel said these problems would interfere with their chances of
completing their military obligations honorably. Since it is impossible to
eliminate the "recreational use" of alcohol and drugs, an expanded educational
program seems necessary.

2. A large number of USARB graduates continue to experience problems after
reassignment. However, one of the characteristics of those soldiers who were
rated low by their supervisors was an inability to learn from past mistakes.
This low group also demonstrated poor problem solving skills. It is recom-
mended that a research study be conducted to assess current problem-solving
abilities of our trainees upon completion of the training cycle. Results of
this study will provide recommendations for potential changes/expansion in the
current block of instruction in problem solving skills.

3. Sixty-one percent of the interviewed graduates said most of their prob-
lems occur off-duty, and supervisors of the low group said their graduates did
not know how to handle their free time. It is recommended that classes!
activities be developed to instruct trainees in constructive use of their
leisure time. As a corollary, it is also recommended that the trainees be
given increasingly more responsibility as the training cycle progresses.

4. A small percentage of the graduates indicated there should be more empha-
sis on "new unit adjustment." One of the significant findings of the low
group was that they felt they were not accepted in their new unit by their
First Sergeant and NCO's to the same degree that the high group was. Addi-
tionally, only 52% of those interviewed said they felt they had been treated
fairly by the Army since reassignment from the USARB. It is, therefore,
recommended that more time be spent in "New Unit Adjustment" instruction.
This instruction should compliment recommendations 1-3, above.

5. Recommend that the Research and Evaluation Division review the informa-
tion letter that is being forwarded to gaining commanders concerning the USARB
program and the newly assigned graduate. Recommendations for potential
changes/additions will be made to the Commander, USARB.

6. Since the data collected during this on-site visit provided a wealth of
4 diagnostic information concerning the USARB graduates with potential impact on

the Program of Instruction, it is recommended that on-site visits, in one form
or another, be conducted on a routine basis. This will also provide the
opportunity for high visibility, adding substantial credibility to the USARB's
concern for mission accomplishment.
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

N =90

Rated Rated
Total High* LOW**

*(N=90) (N=52) (N=38) X2  p

AGE 22.6 22.S 22.7

GT SCORE 102.9 100.7 106.4

HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED 11.7 11.5 11.9

EARNED GED AT USARB 23% 24% 21%

HIGHEST PAY GRADE HELD: E-2 9% 8% 10%
E-3 34% 28% 43%
E-4 44% 47% 40%
E-5 12% 15% 7%
E-6 1% 2% 0

IN FIRST ENLISTMENT 75% 72% 80%

COMBAT MOS 74% 77% 69%

WORKING IN MOS 73% 79% 64% 1.819 <-05

NUMBER ARTICLES 15 PRIOR TO USARB 1.5 1.3 1.8

COURT-MARTIALED FOR AWOL 18% 19% 17%

SINGLE 60% 56% 67%

MARRIED 38% 40% 33%

DIVORCED 2% 4% 0

GRADUATED FROM 1ST TRAINING UNIT 28% 24% 33%

GRADUATED FROM 2D TRAINING UNIT 34% 38% 30%

GRADUATED FROM 3D TRAINING UNIT 13% 18% 4%

GRADUATED FROM 4TH TRAINING UNIT 25% 20% 33%

*Rated by supervisor: "Promote Immediately," "Promote Ah~ead of Peers,'
or "Promote with Peers."

*Rated by supervisor: "Do not Promote,' or Deny Continued Active Service."
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APPENDIX E

SUMMARY OF ON-SITE INTERVIEWS

N= 90

1. "How can we improve the USARB program?"

41% More Individual Counseling

30% More Small Group Counseling

19% More Physical Training

18% Improve Classroom Instruction

16% Increase Trainee Responsibility

7% Increase Length of the Program

2% Improve Scheduling

31% Other

Under "Other," 4 personnel specified more 7th Step counseling, and 4. soldiers

suggested more "Positive Mental Attitude" classes given by Mr. Dancy, SFC

(Ret). Additional comments included more intramural sports, more legal coun-

seling, more leadership classes, and more trips away from the USARB, such as

the Abilene Tour. It was also commented that the GED classes need NCO super-

vision and there should be more information and instruction concerning

4q adjusting to the new unit.

2. "Were you offered a discharge (Ch 5, 13, etc.) by your new commander when

you arrived in this unit?"

92% NO

8% YES

E- 1
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3. "What can we tell gaining commanders in the field that might help future

USARB graduates entering their units?"

Analysis of the responses to this question revealed a single, composite

picture: provide gaining commanders with an information letter. The letter

should include the following information:

a. USARB is a rigorous training program conducted under Spartan

conditions.

b. A trainee must show he can withstand stress and pressure and demon-

strate that he knows how to soldier before he can graduate and return to duty.

c. The gaining commander should give the USARB graduate a new start in

the unit and not hold his past mistakes against him. He should be treated

like any other soldier.

d. The commander should provide a sponsor to the incoming graduate to

ease the transition into the new unit.

4. "Do you still have any unresolved problems that you had while at USARB?"

More than one-third (38%) indicated they had problems when they left the

USARB:

18% Hold Baggage

15% Finance;I

12% Personnel Records

11% Medical Records

(The above percentages are not additive as some trainees had more than one

problem.)

E-2



5. "Do you have any commnents regarding your answers on the questionnaire?

Do you have any other commuents about USARB?"

Twenty-three percent of the interviewees had no commnents to make.

However, 37% of the graduates said the program was worthwhile and that they

benefited from it. Five percent said that the program gave them a second

chance. Eighteen percent took the opportunity to make coumments concerning

their new units, poor NCO supervision and communication. Twelve percent said

they were having difficulty regaining their former rank or having problems

trying to reenlist.
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* APPENDIX F

Supervisor's Evaluation Of: L&AuM
* Rate this individujal f or the total time you have

supervised him or her. 0o not Include any informna-
* tion prior to assignment to your unit. Ros cam-

plowe both sides.

1. LENG714 ap RATING 1001600 - We"i

ewe rfcxm OF UNIT: i . Toe unlit 2.TDA unit

3. CURRENT STATUJS& (Callftit 00e
S1. outy
S2. Cluty, Pendin~g alfaineiy actlonleominiaunacleLtion

I. AWOLOPM
4 .. Militaryf =MnfnemenUICviimn confinemeont

Staattja (Check one)
L 3.1 lyonaole
L 6. onoiale (non.IT!

=7. Genera
L 8 Lms Than 4tanomwo~ NU0. BCD, 00)

4. 13 ThIG INOIVICUAA. CURRi1MTY WOMING IN HIS14E PRIMARY MCG?
(Cleck one) r= I. yes .Lno

&. CURRENT PAY GNAC (Crcta @ne) 5_ I 1E2 &4 1.4 1.5 S4 6

L. IF THIS SOLZIURWANTUD TO PIMMsr, WOULD YOU SUPWORT THIS ACTION
(remove a bw to rv~nilauf.AW? i~ii one! 1. ea 2. na

7. TIMF. RIMA1141H U MtIrr3 -mnh

&POR JEACH OF THE5 POLL4~WINO 7WID OP AQMINISThlA7IWLSGAL ACTIONS. CRACLSf ONE RESPONS& TM
INCICAT19 HOW O"TE THIS ACTION OCCURRED, WIT1h ADOITONAL. 0DETAII. AS IEQUEtSTE.

1. Lacers of Accreciatien 0 1 2 or more
2. Lattersat Ronrmand 0 1 2or more
3. AnhC~9s 15 (114t soecitikatons) 0 1 2 or more

.4. Ar'eta (military or Civilian) a 1 2 ormore
L. Convictlons~rniltary orcvillan) 0 1 2 or more

L. ASED ON H15114R PIPFORMANCI AMC 111411AVICA. 20 YOU WANT' T HIS INDIVIDUAL IN YOUR UNIT?.
Chtex one) 1. Z. no

10L IN GUNERALI. NOW WOULD YOU E0ESC."EE Ci P THIS INCIVIDUAL ON YOUR UNJ?4f
(01becx Cnet I . P.Aftve *IfuC: Z. .44 4r-0c ' 3. 4qative Offer.

.1. WHAT !ERCWT ZI TE TASK3 AGNID -10 'T~I %1'NIVIQUA. ASS 10,CMPUT!D WITHIN A ASONHABS
TIMETO YOUR SAIISPACTION?

I.nI



* (..nt~nuedo

1Z. PVR ILAC3 CP THE POLLOWING 1011OLZV ARIA. PACX A C)4ECX IN HIN BOX IF ?MIS3 INOIVOUAI.
CUA.P&5NLY 14A.S SUCH A PROBgLjM PIRovi"*i 30611 EPLAMAICN IF A PRCIJM 13 lNCICAW.

- . sazeiatisic with suoersiilcrv_________________________

-2. Fimrtnxgn

S . Manitaiarnfiy situaztc _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

M2 LLSaM ON T74IS INOIVIOUAL&S PIMPORMAI4CS IN YOUR UNI,
SILIC7 0141 Of TM* POLLOWING VTMRTS.

SM mill -Mucloy "an an -cncracie :iac.-at; at ZV3.
Si. m will 2rOacsiy receive ain ,caCMCl* CisclaUeS Prirz- 5~ .. Zts.

Q. M will Arccawty fsceive ant '4cicract leOaot-ar' at 9-73. -ut :.sr,*newa viiC arcrd
4. Sim will Mrocaay -0 c013larsac .:nor 'a 17.out not witm an -!-Cnoraaae %iscnarge.

* 14. C4ECX ONE OF ThU 90LLWING WMIC3I 335? MICM13all rt PWRFCNMAMC1 OP T74113 lNCItUAL 'M
YOUR UNIT'.

.. =3stef5:Iy 70co

3 . C.*angud for warne
-4.. Consistently ;Car

* IM ADVANCZMIN? POTNTAQ. (Chock eno$ "If 1 had the author"t and rag..nsiillty to d eso, I Wouid...
* 'Clsraard. time in grade requirements.)
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APPENDIX G

SUPERVISOR'S REVIEW SCALE
For USARB Graduate

V=
INSTRUCTONS: Circle one number for each item. Try to be as
objective as possible without letting your personal likes or i4
dislikes influence your decisions. Please answer each item. .

1. Tries hard to do a good Job, day after day. 1 2 3 4 5 6

2. Will NOT push or try to *test the syst to see how uch 1 2 3 4 5 6
he can get by with.

3. Thinks before he acts. Never loses his head. 1 2 3 4 5 6

4. WIll NOT get into trouble because of either drugs or alcohol. 1 2 3 4 S 6

5. Able to learn from his mistakes. Will NOT repeat the same 1 2 3 4 5 6
mistake.

6. Has a good attitude. Is serious about being a good soldier. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7. Will follow through and make sure the Job gets done right, the 1 2 3 4 5 6

first ti.. This person is NOT careless or sloppy.

8. Knows how to handle free tie. Will NOT get into trouble on 1 2 3 4 5 6
pass or leave, or during off-duty hours.

9. Will stick with It until he succeeds. Will NOT get 1 2 3 4 5 6
discouraged easily. Keeps trying even when things get tough.

10. Able to think for himself. Will NOT let others make most of 1 2 3 4 5 6
his choices for him.

11. Open to most suggestions and ideas. Does NOT create problems 1 2 3 4 5 6
for himself by being stubborn, resisting, arguing or fighting.

12. A good team player. This person will cooperate for the good 1 2 3 4 5 6
of the team. NOT selfish.

13. Will NOT tr. to "conm people or Oget over" on the chain of 1 2 3 4 5 6
command or other enlisted members.

14. A good soldier. This person would make some outfit a good 1 2 3 4 5 6
squad leader if he had the chance.

15. Will NOT try to "boss" others around. Will NOT use threats 1 2 3 4 5 6
or force to make others do what he wants them to do.

16. This person deserved to graduate from USARS. He's done a 1 2 3 4 5 6
good Job in this unit.

17. He will continue to 4o a 3ood Job. He will probably reach 1 2 3 4 5 6

his ETS with an Honoablt Discharge.



APPENDIX H

USARB ON-SITE SURVEY

CDEMOGRAPHIC DATA

1. WHAT IS YOUR AGE? 2. WHAT IS YOUR GT SCORE?

3. CIRCLE THE HIGHEST GRADE 4. WHAT WAS THE HIGHEST PAY
THAT YOU COMPLETED: GRADE YOU HAVE HELD?

S 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 14+ E-1 _E-3 _E-5

E-2 E-4 E-6

5. IS YOUR MOS: 6. WHEN DID YOU GRADUATE FROM USARB?

i1) COMBAT - MONTH

(2) NON-COMBAT - YEAR

7. WHEN DO YOU ETS? 8. HOW MANY ARTICLE 15's DID YOU
GET BEFORE COMING TO USARB?

MONTH

9. WERE YOU COURT-MARTIALED FOR 10. WHAT IS YOUR MARITAL STATUS?
AWOL OR DESERTION?
._.1..(1) YES 1) SINGLE 3) DIVORCED

(2) NO _(2) MARRItED

11. ARE YOU WORKING IN YOUR MOS? 12. WHICH TRAINING UNIT DID YOU
GRADUATE FROM?

(1) YES 1st UNIT 2nd UNIT

_ .(2) NO 3rd UNIT 4th UNIT

13. IS THIS YOUR FIRST ENLISTMENT? 14. DID YOU RECEIVE YOUR GED
WHILE YOU WERE AT USARB?

(1) YES (1) YES
_ (2) NO (2) NO

H



e . APPENDIX I

USARS

ON-SITE QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How many Jobs did you have before you came into the Army? -

2. What was the longest time that you worked an a Job? (Months)

3. Were you ever fired?

(1) YES

(2) NO

4. If so, how many times?

5. How many schools did you attend?

6. If you failed any grades in school, circle the grade(s) that you failed:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7. Were you ever expelled from school?

(1) YES

-(2) NO

8. When did you last attend high school?

(Month)

(Year)

9. Before you joined the Army, how many times were you arrested?

(1) Never

(2) once

-(3) More than once

10. How many timeswere you convicted?

(1) Never

(2) once

-(3) More than once

11. Were you ever sent to a Juvenile detention home?

.~(1) YES

(2) NO



12. Were you told to join the Army by civilian authorities?

-(1) YES

-(2) NO

13. When did you join the Army?

-(Month)

(Year)

14. Were you treated fairly by the Army before you came to USMRB?

~(1) YES

-(2) NO

15. Think about whyyou got into trouble (why you were sent to USARD). Who was
at fault?

-(1) It was my fault, and mine alone.

-(2) It was nearly all my fault.

-(3) It was mostly my fault.

- (4) 1 was at fault, but so were others.

(5) It was mostly the fault of others.

(6) It was nearly all the fault of others.

(7) It was entirely the fault of others, I didn't do it.

16. Were you treated fairly at USARB?

4 (1) YES

-(2) NO

17. While you were in the training program at USARB, what did you try to do?

* (1) Complete training and return to duty.

-(2) Get out of the Army with a good discharge.

-(3) Get out of the Army any way possible.

-(4) Wait and see what would happen.

1-2



18. While you were in the program, what did you think of USARB?

(1) Punishment only.

-- (2) More punishment than opportunity.

- _(3) Both punishment and opportunity.

-__(4) More opportunity than punishment.

-- (5) Opportunity only.

19. Which of the following best describes how you felt when you were at the USARB?

(1) I wanted to learn a few things or solve some problems so that
I could at least make it until ETS.

.___(2) I wanted to stay in the Army at least until my ETS, but I felt
that USARB was mostly a waste of time.

_ (3) I wanted to get out of the Army at USARB, with a good discharge.

(4) 1 just wanted to get out of the Army any way I could, ASAP.

_ (5) I wasn't sure how I felt about being there. I didn't really
- know what I wanted from the USARB program.

20. Have you been treated fairly by the Army since leaving USARB?

-(1) YES

- (2) NO

21. Were you accepted by yotrnew unit when you first arrived here?

(1) YES (2) NO Commander?

- (3) YES (4) NO First Sergeant?

- (5) YES (6) NO NCO's?

(7) YES (8) NO Other EM

22. Were you in-processed within 24 after you arrived in this unit?

- (1) YES

(2). NO



23. What Is the hardest thing for you to deal with in this unit?

Z4. Where did you do your best job of soldiering?

- (1) Before I careto USARB

.. _- (2) At USARB

-- (3) In this unit

25. Where were things hardest for you?

--- (1) Before I came to USARB

-- (2) At USARB

-- (3) In this unit

26. Where did you have the most opportunities to get into trouble?

(1) Before I came to USARB

(2) At USARB

(3) In this unit

27. If/when I get into trouble or have problems, it is:

(1) On Duty

4 (2) Off Duty

(3) Both

1-4



PROBLEM AREAS: Check the appropriate blocks. This problem
I had.. this I have thiis s effecting

problem problem now my duty
before USARB in this unit performance

28. Getting along with my NCO's/offlcers:

29. Getting along with other EM:

30. Getting paid:

31. Not enough money to pay bills:

32. Drinking:

33. Marijuana, or other drugs

34. Boredom, or lack of job satisfaction:

35. Family, or marital problems:

36. Other (specify):

37. Will these problems effect your chances of making it to ETS?

(1) YES

-_ (2) NO

38. Did USARB help or teach you how to deal with any of these problems?

(1) YES

(2) NO

39. What are your future plans?

(1) I plan to continue in the Army.

(2) 1 will probably ETS and go to school.

(3) I will probably ETS and look for a job.

(..--i7ued on next page.
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40. When you have a problem, or get into trouble, how do you usually try to
handle it? (Check any that apply.)

(1) Take care of the problem on my own, with no help or advice.

... (.2) Seek advice/help from family (parents, wife, brothers, sisters, etc).

(3) Find reasons why I'm not responsible.

(4) Ignore the problem, and hope it goes away.,

(5) Seek advice/help from another EM in my unit.

-(6) Seek advice/help from an NCO in my unit.

...(7) Seek ad'iice/help from an officer in my unit.

-(8) Seek advice/help from != professional services (JAG, Chaplain,
Medical, Mental Health, ACS, etc.)

-(9) Seek advice/help from civilian professional services (Lawyer,
Minister, Priest, Doctor, Counselor, etc.)

....(10) Other



APPENDIX J

ON-SITE 82 INTERVIEW

I. How can we improve the USARB program? HOW/WHY?

More PT

.- Improve classroom instruction

-- Improve scheduling

More individual counseling

More Small Groups

Increase length of program

Increase trainee responsibility

Other (specify)

2. Were you offered a discharge (CH 5, 13, etc) by your commander when you arrived
in this unit?

3. What can we tell gaining commanders in the field that might help future USARB
graduates entering their units?

4. Do you still have any unresolved problems thit you had while at USARB?
(i.e.: Hold Baggage, Finance, Personnel Records, Medical Records, etc)

5. Any comments regarding the your answers on the questionnaire? Any other comments
about USARB?
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